
Primefact labs
For the entrepreneurs – By the entrepreneurs



Looking for innovation?

Our accelerator programs are designed

to help you find and accelerate your

ideas that provide breakthrough

solutions to your problems & fuel

growth.

We build and accelerate Startups
Empowering early-stage founders and established startups to build impactful & outstanding global tech startups.
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Have a Startup idea?

We give wings to your idea and help to

build your first product, get customers &

ramp up your minimum viable product.
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Have an innovative idea, but don’t quite have the 

experience and capability to bring it to fruitition?

Primefact Labs is the ideal place to turbo-charge your idea into reality 

The right Tech Partner for the smooth running of your business.

Join Us



Who we are? Our Domain Expertise

Logistics

Retail

Healthcare

Energy

Real estate

BFSI

E- Commerce

Vertical 
Transportation

Our Goal

Create 

Sustainable

Scalable 

&

Impactful 

solutions 

for 

Startups

Incubator

We help start-ups at a very early 
stage to grow and build 

minimum viable products

Accelerator

We help you to accelerate & 
scale up your fledgling 

business

Technology 
Partner

We provide a safe and secure 
ecosystem and partner to build viable 

business models
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Ideate

Conceptualize

Validate

Scale

Establish

We help you refine your startup idea,
evaluate your product concept, share our
feedback & give guidance of how it actually
works.

We validate minimum viability of your
product & recommend efficient & sustainable
business model that suits your idea to make a
successful startup.

We nurture innovative, disruptive ideas &
provide assistance for early-stage start-ups to
understand market, get early customers and
feedback.

We build defensible and scalable business
and empower mission-driven tech
entrepreneurs to solve global problems
with innovation.

We don’t stop with the success of our
start-ups, but provide a pivotal role in
business development, & sustainable
value creation in long term

How we can help you?
Or How we do?
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Latest Technology Expertise

Impressive References and  Track Record

Impeccable Business Value to Customers

Domain Specialists

Focused Approach On Quality

Flexible Engagement Model

Satisfied Responsiveness | Constant Communication | Guaranteed Delivery | Respect Timeline

Why choose Prime fact labs – 6 Great Reasons



We Empower Startups
Primefact Labs encourages visionary entrepreneurs to

hit their next milestone, offers invaluable resources,

advice and support along the way.

We provide valuable business connections and insights

on how to run a startup and help in every startup

interested in jumpstarting its growth.

We love what we do 

and 

it shows in the solutions 

we produce

It’s not the Idea, but the execution that fails

We help you address very specific and individual innovation requirements 

&

bring your best and brilliant ideas into spotlight.
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Our team implements standard strategy to render effective 

solution for every business

Standard Approach
Our communication channel is 24/7 active to ensure that 

every query is responded on time. 

Seamless Communication

To cater out-of-the box solutions, we always keep ourselves 

updated with new technology 

Technology Expertise
We follow the stringent measures to execute our services 

with in the scheduled time frame

Prompt Execution

We empower entrepreneurs to overcome challenges & achieve their envisioned objective

Gearing up business with incredible features



Primefact
Labs
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Mentorship

We provide specific subject matter expertise with constructive 
feedback & concrete suggestions that are actionable.

A dedicated team of Expertise
We have an experienced team of developers, 
designers, product managers and marketers.

Motivation & Morale

Our collective, collaborative & encouraging 
environment makes sure to keep you moving forward 
and work together to clear your respective hurdles.

Customised Support

Each business has its unique needs. We tailor the 

program to the needs of the company to support your 

business idea & turn it into a scalable enterprise.

WHAT YOU GET?

Building a successful company from scratch is not a cake walk. Jumpstart Your Business with Primefact labs where you 

can access the skills, experts, and every support you need to get your business off the ground—or take it to the next level.



Waiting for the right moment?

Now is the time
Join Us Now

Unlock the best possible opportunity to succeed



Still have questions? Here is what you can do?

Reach Us
Primefact Labs
1st floor, SLN Emeraalds Building,
Dr Rajgopal Rd, Krishnappa Layout,
AECS Layout, R.M.V. 2nd Stage,
Bengaluru, Karnataka 560094

Contact Us
Email ID: info@primefactlabs
Contact No: +91 961 125 4464

mailto:info@nalanda.digital
tel:+91%209611254464

